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Beth Award

Untitled
He hollows you,
that palms-up, holding-nothing,
take-it-all son-of-a-bitch.
For years, the ni~t grew familiar hands;
he caught you hiding under your bed
and ate you alive. But first
he broke you into pieces.
Others watched but never saw.
He called this summer, after your
too few years of being left alone;
you stood with the phone
as though it were a magnet on your ear.
Now even in dayli$ht the hands are there.
Memory stams things that can never be
simfle again:
Dol . Bottle. Hairbrush. Blanket.
Words deceive:
Secret. Game.
Uncle.
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Jessica Cohen

Peach
Biting into a peach I heard
the winding etcetera of
adult conversation as I fell
asleep at dinner parties.
Voices washing m and out
like a bad radio signal
until, peach in palm, a pair
of arms lifted me away.
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Jessica Cohen

Self Portrait
Keeping track of minutes
and spiaer webs,
the roundness of a curve
in someone's face.
Keeping life circular,
the meticulous things that
I have grown to love.
To hear the tick of my own
feet on pavement
keeps silence a meditation.
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Jessica Cohen

Liquid

Narrow ribbons of dialogue
fall into our cold, filmy soup.
The sky rains a thin drizzle onto
the sunrise.
Papers curl, and your sheets feel wet,
a tea kettle whistles clouds into the kitchen.
I am not crying, my eyes are leaking.
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A. Elizabeth Elz

Alphabet Soup
I look at the page and see letters
forming angry words I cannot read.
The print dances to a beat
that changes as I concentrate.
Phonetics only work if letters
aren't jumping to the line above.
Dictionaries are endless pages
where words know they can hide.
I've spent an hour looking for pecipe
(decide) and sleed (sleep)l>ecause they
didn't look right.

r,

To learn the mirrored consonants
b, d, q, g, m and w,
traced letters in sand as I closed
my eyes and repeated b, b, b, b, b only
to open my eyes and see a p.
Refusing to work with my eyes,
my mind forms impossible words
only I can decode.
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A. Elizabeth Elz

Wombland
Circle the moon with your forefinger around the
cream colored disk
and into the dry cereal as you pour milk
from the desert sands
where the moon is obliterated by the heat of the sun.
Circle the moon and watch the teacup fall spilling
green tea
on the orange rug making the maple tree drop its leaves
in the cold October light.
Circle the moon before tracing the sun
to understand what a woman feels as her son breaks
the man-in-the-moon in two
releasing the woman hiding in shadows.
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A. Elizabeth Elz

What Would You Write If You Just Wrote
would it be about the pink fish
blowing bubbles on grey wallpaper,
the day your parents went scuba diving
and you thought the weight of the water crushed them,
the time your mother held the plate and
told you she should break it on your head,
the meet where your father DQ'd you in the 50
breaststroke
and you cried at the edge of the pool,
or how you were afraid to go swimming in the lake
because you could never see what was oelow,
the Saturday you helped stain the sun porch
and your father
told you how wood becomes darker as it ages
the morning you saw the pink Angel fish
eat the grey catfish ...
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Kerry-Beth Garvey

An Essay On Hair
A parody of Pope's ''Rape of The Lock"
What Dire Offence from Glabrous Causes
springs,1
What Mighty Contests rise from Whisker'd Things,
When men and women base their sex on Hairs
And Tresses, Coif their Locks into Affairs
Ornate and fixed with Glues, Gelees and Sprays,
Tight Ringlets rising from their Heads in ways
Unnat'ral and unknown to those of wit,
Whom of their Heads are not so vigilant.
Engag'd in Precious Matters of the Scalp,
Men chase tfieir dreams to reach the Highest Alp
Of Furry Pleasure--Grizzl y Beards unkept
That Sprout all oer the Masc'line form, windswept
By breezes of Parnassian pow'r and might,
Which fortify and strengthen Curls so tight
That none can e'er disturb their Beauty Bright.
Pursuing Salves to aid him on his Quest
For Glossy Tendrils on his face and chest,
Man thinks, like Samson, strength lay in his Hairs,
And of Delilahs desp'rately bewares,
Protecting Prized Whiskers from her Snares.
Know then, unnurnber' d Spirits round men
fly,
The light Militia of the lower sky.
These, tho' unseen, are ever on the wings,
Hang o'er the Head, and hover round the Rings
Of Curls-defend the Locks from harm of lops
To save these Valiant Men from seeming Fops.

1 glabrous-bald, hairless.
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But more these Spriteful Fairies do employ
To 'ssist a Man from 'ppearing as a Boy:
Some thread the Mazy Ringlets of his Hair,
Some hang upon the soft lobes of his ear,
Some line the insides, outsides of his cheeks,
To thread their Wiry Fibers 'nough to peek
Through layers of dermis-stratified and thick,
And pull the Newborn Furrx Sprouts up quick.
But Foolish Men don t comprehend the
work
Of Sylphs, and vainly think, with Gloating Smirk,
That tney alone have grown the Furry MassSo Fairies think that Man 'tis naught but Ass!
With beating hearts the Great Event Men
wait,
Anxious, and trembling for the Birth of Fate:
A Beard! a Head and Chest of Hair to prove
Their Masculinity, and not behoove
A faultier, Boyish state of Lesser Grace.
And Women, too, do strive to prove their
place
By Pretty Beauty drawn with Flowing Hair.
They flirt with men and with their Tresses snare
The.Senseless Fools: who lustf'lly do pursue
Their Plaits and Tails-it's Hair, not dames, they
woo!
Dames sit, as Priestesses, by the Altar's side,
And trembling, start the Sacred Rites of Pride.
Unnumber'd treasures ope at once, and here
The various off'rings of the world appear.
The tortoise here and elephant unite,
Transform' d to Combs, the sf eckled and the white.
They shop in search o Lin'ments new and
grand
To mal<e them seem the Fairest in the Land:
A ~righter Wash to Curl their Waving Hairs
Will surely Tempt men to Pass'nate affairs.
Extensions increase Locks InadequateOn seeing Length, the Women celebrate
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Their Glorious Tresses, cry "Magnificent! "
And ne'er their False-Fur Masterpiece repent.
In Fixatives and Foams, Gelees and Sprays,
Hot Oil Treatments, and Chem'clly-set Waves,
In Protein Packs, Pomades, and Aerosols,
In Silk'ning Lotions promising to solve
Their problematic Split Ends, liven Curls
That fail to Bounce, and let Dull Hair glow like
pearlsIn these the ladies set their Highest Hope
Of finding a man with whom to Elope!
For Men a woman takes such Constant Care,
The Bodkin Comb and Essence does prepare,
For Men her locks in Paper Durance binds,
For Men with Tort'ring lrons wrapp'd unkind,
For Men the Fillets strain her Tender HeadShe bravely wears the Double Loads of Lead.
For Men, for Love, these ladies are in search,
And look to remedies to 'void the lurch.
For all this trouble men and women take,
No Wives nor Husbands for themselves they make.
They base their Human Worth on Hairs, not Souls,
And hope to find a Spouse on Barber's Poles!
Since Precious Beauty lay Within, not Out,
I take it on myself, Poet, to shout
To all these Hirsute, Vain, and Senseless Fools: 2
"A lover is not gained from Beauty's
Schools!
You win True Love with Humor and with Wit,
Not Curls, nor Beards, nor Waves of Permanent!
And since, Alas! Frail Beauty must decay,
Curl'd or uncurl'd, since Locks will turn to gray,
How Vain are all these glories, all these pains,
Unless Good Sense preserve what Beauty gains!"

2 hirsute-hairy.
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Beth Genier

The Kiss
Maybe it happens there
because that 1s where the words
come out
And a kiss is the most important word
you can utter
to another
It is a word thought and formed
and spoken in the same space
without a sound
Both mouths form the same word
over and over again
with different intonations
And thenIt is saidperhaps even understoodAnd no other words are important
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David Halpern

or
just finished realizing that the hem of a dress can
be extended like a finger or an arm or a toe or any
other sort of bodily piece, a troop in the team of
workers held together by the glue of anatomical
parts too long and too foreign to be living inside a
body, though we cover our skin and our hands, we
just begin to realize thinss inside can be torn apart,
too; like extended syllabic descriptions of beating
things (oh, and some intangibles too!) like those
which are not beaten and waxed by asbestos and
carbo-flourons; for the concern of the skin is a
hopeless one, one which indulges in the compassion for make-up (to be prettier) and tattoos (to
keep brutally exposed arms comfortable) in order
to not look into the face of a coin-toss of quick
jabbed sliced and hardly cut emotional execution,
the infliction of ice rubbed against lip type of chore;
it results in a choir of blank pages turrung in raped
succession to a middle part where the whiteness
begins to fade into regal whiteness and the end
where the whiteness fades into glorious blankness
and the slamming and quiet creak of a finished
novel which turns into the joy of erasing! the bliss
of obliteration! the marvel of ignoring tne skin!
little ellipses trailing in the path of home, blocking
the road, devouring themselves so that they are no
longer pointed dots, but moved into roofs of i' s, or
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traffic police between t and s; grammatical gore
and pointed fingers at chalk dust remain
somewhere in tnese words; maybe a quick jot;
reminded to make some sort of mental note, a
dashed off phrase, revolving window, choppy
sounds, helicopter noise, an aching toe; it was just
on the way to getting somewhere; to a park, a
domicile, a sanitarium, a girlfriend's house, a bed,
a ~eli, a capital, a monumental artwork, an ill-fated
fnend, a ringing telephone, a nose job; hark, going
w~ere, here ne goes! felt on the way to .... those .
things ~e told you about, but with one J?Ore, a tmy
emphasis, a cold jab to remember the milk ~nd
bread and the bottle slipped through your fingers
at the register and crushed itself in cow urine
packagea breakage, the last remaining tingling of
onomatopoeia slipped through the floor ~nd the.
woman looked and smiled and told you it was fme,
and you spoke sorries and pleases and
remonstrations (to self) and in words too little and
!Tansient that they see~ed to flow right over air
mto clouds and over clouds and somehow or other
they were contented to land in the middle of the
book about where this poem exists.
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David Halpern

For the Big Bad Michigan Boy
''I just wanna go to Widener one day, walk up to a
girl and say, lets go back to your room and read."'
-T. Patrick Rewalt. 2/91

we were sitting out of context.
he and i,
sitting very much
out of context
no other face to impress us
except for her tiny
eyes
which seemed
to be pleasant and fulfilled.
her mind was behind the counter
and all we felt was the sound of
radio
movingclosetowards us
and the taste of coffee on our
tongues.
there were words
of moving
to other lands
of leaving here
and ofbemg
in context
14

but they were floating mouth notations,
hardly anything we digested
like the coffee or
the food.
or the music.
they were a blissful
few
hours
those hours being
away from
faces which look and peer
the o/.Pe of place
we hk:e to think
of as being in context.
his hair
brown
straight
flavored like an almond
tasteless hair
walking on his forehead
his hair,
it moved when he laughed.
i moved the conversation onwards;
this is how my sister punched me,
he laughed hard and long
?nd yes, it moved,
1tmoved
i even saw it move.
oh,
you would have loved it there;
the slightest temptation of bliss
?n your tongue,
Just the wolf
15

from detroit
and yours truly,
just us,
and some ladies
who did not like
the sounds of the words
barcelona, new york and paris.
but even they were in context.
and then
with a quick exchange of
money and smiles (and a kicked
over bucket of realization)
we were
back in a car
moving somewhere along a road and all we could
really say
were words to suffocate the air
of a seat too close to the dashboard
and smiles through cigarette smoke.
in this moment of fleeting
mental ping-pong
moving onfy like a ball smashed from the
table,
i kind of felt happy to be with him
and for once the laughter from
our throats
did not
echo the sentiment
of discomfort.
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Juliet Harbage

Then try this
Stand in a field of tall, dry wheat
on a cold and sunny day
and face into the wmd.
Feel your cheeks turning J?ink, coated
~ith the thinnest layer of ice
like the lining of an egg shell.
Your hair whips your face painfully
like ~ jockey forcmg speed
on his racehorse.
But you are not riding a horse.
You ride a planet in motion.
The wind never increases,
the planet just speeds up momentarily.
As you stand in the field, realize
the wind rushing through
your hair is actually caused by
the constant tumble of
earth's somersault.
Hold out your arms and feel how the speed
of the planet is almost too great.
You could be blown off
at any second and carried away like a balloon,
your fe.et dangling helplessly
like strmg.
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Juliet Harbage

What we are
We do not follow one another agreeably like the
delicate hands of my grandfather's watch.
We do not beat in time like a set of African drums.
And we do not move together with the fluid ease
of waltzing dancers.
You are hardly conscious of timing
and I am not nearly as steady as ilie drum.
What we share is not a dance but a struggle.
We fight and twist our bodies,
forcing them to mesh.
If it were too easy we would become a set of
mechanical gears grinding endlessly as if it
were our destiny.
But it is our nature to grope and cling to each other,
our mouths gazmg and our eyes grinning,
knowing that this is not a choreographea piece
to rehearse again and again;
knowing we are more like wrestlers
whose strength is lust and endurance is love.
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Carolyn Harris

Eve's First Diary
I.

I have fallen
in love with my body.
Tall and straight, it walks
one foot in front
of the other.
~ach muscle pulses as I ru~
m the sunlignt. I have noticed .
another thing: light makes all thmgs
cast a dark snadow.
II.

As I stooped in a pool
drinking water, a body
stoopecfin the pool
~rin_king water. As I moved
It mimicked
each motion I made.
This went on until the sun had set
and I lost sight
. .
of the disappearing reappearmg image.
III.

Fire. Skin. Bone.
My teeth are satisfied.
Tonight I killed my first
Animal. I worked inside its puzzle
body, felt each rib, its hinging
bleeding mechanics.
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IV.
I can make sounds like the Birds!
The Wind!
The River!
I sit in the Tall Grass
and become the Tall Grass!
Today I laughed out loud
which sounaed like everythingGrassWindRiverBirds.
V.

Something is not right.
I awoke with a strange
hunger for something
unknown in this garden.
The Animals look at me
from the corners of their eyes.
No longer do they wait for me to stir
in the morning air, but walk silently,
flanking each other.
VI.

In one night
the moon has made mounds
of my flesh. Blood runs
from between my legs.
I move like a tired, bloated Animal.
TomorrowI will walk to the Tall Grass, rest
against the shady Tree
and listen to the Bird songs,
waiting for this pain to pass.
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Carolyn Harris

A Bronzed Age

Bath, England, 1989
9pened umbrellas move slowly
m the drizzle of sky
and skin-colored stone.
A pool reflects
~e ~assers-by, clothed
m ram gear, cameras.
!he ~urky silence of the pool
1s sohd, jade and sulfurous.
Inside, tiles cling to the walls
like loosened teeth, forming words
and figures: A swan reaches
towaras flight, a sun blazes.
Electric lights cast
an orange hue. The cool,
porous floor is a path
of aging, yellowed paper.
Words linger, wrap
seductively arouna a cold pillar.
At what point does excavation end
and emotion begin?
Reflective glass
houses artifacts and treasures
of the bath. Greasy fingerprints
left behind by those who long
to touch, obscure the view of
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sandals forgotten by a child
misplaced golden bracelets
misshapen denarii
a centurion-sword
a drinking cup and bowl
sloughing stones
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...

pounded copper squares inscribed with
wishes
pounded copper squares inscribed with
curses...
Aquae Sulis A.O. 89

I. The Bath
Women with gold bangles
knowing nothing of God
glance at each naked form
fhat passes by their salty gaze.
A woman discovers
an earring gone, she does not
miss it, laughs with her friends,
stares at the sweating
mosaics on the walls.
Men touch themselves
in the water, watching
the smooth buttocks
of women tighten,
their feet slipping lightly
on the polished tile.
Tossing a coin into the water,
a man, alone, wishes for love.
II. The Curse of the Abandoned Pregnant Woman
I want
to throw myself
into the water,
drowning my desire
foryouMan of Lust
Man of Heartache
Man of Many Words.
22
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You have made me loathe the sunHis accusing finger bores into my skull.
You have made me despise my moonHer face slowly turns away from me.
The days wear long.
I am alone in my hate.
I bear my hate.
I grow in my hate.

I will not throw myself into the water.
I will avenge my hate
which you placed
inside my frame
under my heart
under my head.
This water is made for wishes,
and for youMan Who Took
My Life AwayI nurl these bronze words
into this bath.
I want you dead.
Eternally dead.

~..f
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III. The Wish of the New Soldier
Mars, grant me strength. I am tired.
I am afraid. I hate blood
that pours from my enemies
onto my hands. I cannot
~ndo the pain I create
in your name. Mars, I wish for
peace.
IV. Curse of the Wool Merchant
When we traded sheep, I trusted you.
May Mercury strike you down
For making me the fool!
23
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The 100 ill-bred sheep you gave me
Will translate into 100 sorrows
For you, your family, and your commerce.
May your looms grow cobwebs.
May your sheep nurl themselves
Over the yellow cliffs of Aquae Sulis.
V. Wish of the Aging Woman
Apollo, Sulis MinervaMy face is no longer a flower.
My husband no longer looks at me.
My children no longer tell me their secrets.
I am not ready to be wrapped in a shroud!
Every week I oil my skin and hair,
scent myself with wildflower water,
scrub my skin with a sloughing stone.
Even so, the lines of death creep under my eyes.
I search for the secret to stop time dead.
I want to look in the mirror and smile at youth,
to adorn my body with jewels, to watch
my husband's eyes grow hungry once again.
VI. Wish of a Child
My mother says you are in the air.
I have searched the skies
but I do not find you,
not even on a clear day.
Gods! If I could find
the place where you hide,
I would ask you how I came to be.
You must live in the bottom of the bath
where your steaming breath rises.
If you show yourselves to me
I would not be sorry to leave my mother.
You could teach me to be a god
and I could live with you forever!
24
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Carolyn Harris

Drowning
It was simple. Unsteady feet,
a slimed lake rock, an unknown depth.
Five and alone I stood
waiting for fresh water eels to jum,P,
off the pages of a "How and Why' book
and suck at my ankles. Darning needles
knew my deceptive ways,
and hovered too close to my mouth. Bunganut's
lakefront was hairy, rock-wild and sandless.
Trees birched out across the water
at weird angles, like divers suspended in motion.
The world oegan to loom larse
the shore receded, my foot slipped
so slowly
~y feet and arms panicked
into a wake of fright
as my eyes rolled to the bubbling
blue sky
screaming for help
was not easy as I grasped at air.
My mother noticed these contortions
and stared. Her feet were sucked
into the pine needles, motionless.
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My father crashed through the brush,
~teadied himself on a roc1< and flung
into the arching sky. All was quiet, amniotic.
My body was warm, my toes were still, I listened.
Across Bunganut an outboard hummed.
The sky roared into my watery eyes
and the green world wheeled,
25
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a bristling field of color.
Fear returned, a whimpering vacuum,
then shook my small ngging.
That night a rope was strung
over the campfire. My father's socks,
his shirt, his hanky and some stray
dollar bills were clothespinned
into the warm smoke. For the first time
I felt the earth's indifference, how even if
my father had not saved me
the sky would continue to shift,
littered with stars,
and the sun would still lift each morning,
and the world would spin
in its process of forgetting.

26
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Kristen Johnson

Seppuku
As I sit here seeming to obey,
I dream of my escape.
You control my life
observe my every move,
but you can not read my thoughts.
If you could you would destroy me.
I am planning your disgrace
while serving your tea
with my face bowed.
I am not allowed to look directly
at your face, powdered with elegance.
I must sit at your feet
like they are my shrine,
kneeling on mats which do not comfort
my muscles, aching from this endless pose.
I tauntJour supremacy
as I no and bow.
Soon I will leave you.
It is not only my hate for you,
Master,
but love for myself.
I need to escape from your restraint.
You will no longer dominate me,
I will emerge from your shadow
a dancing butterfly
and mock your disgrace.

' I
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Dain A. Muller

Requiem for a Populace
The great radio telescopes fanned the evening sky. Although nobody was manning the consoles at the time, the recorder switched itself on, and taped the first message from
another civilization. The Search for Extraterrestrial Inte1ligence
(S.E.T.I.) program which had cost trillions of dollars had actually
found something for its initiators.

.. .. .. .. ..
"He>,', Biron, did you turn on the recorder for any reason
yesterday? '
A slouchy man in a white lab coat looked up from his
work, "No, why would I?"
''Just wondering. The tapes are a few minutes ahead of
where they are supposed to be." James frowned, then shrugged,
'1 guess I'll just rewind it, and reset the system. Now who would
play a r,ractical joke like that?"
'Don't know, maybe Chris?"
''Never. He's too uptight. My guess is Fred. Remember
when he eut that sample of pfague on the meteorite and had the
entire facility in an uproar over proof of extraterrestrial life?"
''Yean, it was a riot. 'Course he got real flak from the
higher ups."
James considered for a moment, and a strange look came
onto his face, "Do you think it could have been real?"
"What? The plague on the meteorite? Besides, Fred
admitted to it."
"No, the recording."
Biron was startlecf, "Say what? You can't be serious."
"I am. Why don't we play it?"
''Just what I want to waste my time doing, listening to
background static. I want nothing to do with it."
''Your loss," James plugged in the spectographer and the
wave bar analyzer. Then he rewound the tapes, and played it into
the machines. At first just static filled the outputs, then the bars
28

began to dance wildly, and the display filled with a spectrum of
sound. "Biron." James couldn't pull his eyes away from the
screen, "Biron?"
. "Yeah? You sound upset. Told you there would be
aot~mg ... " His eye caught tne moving colors, and the blood
rained from his face.
. Four minutes passed as the machines processed the infor~atio?, t~en stopped. Five more minutes passed before either ?f
·th~ sc1~ntlsts moved. James reacted first, '1Is there any way tong
is thing to record falsely?"
t
Biron blinked a couple of times, "No. If somebody wanted
0
do. that, they would have to rewire the entire station. The
m~chmes only pick up things from the main scanning dishes;
from outside this solar system." The words he had spoken
1~hmgs
~pacted. 'Outside the solar system' replayed itself in both
llllnds.
'What do we do?" James asked.
Biron appeared confused, ''What do you mean?"
'What do we do with it?"
.'Well," Biron began to think properly again, and sat
down ma chair, "First of all we have to determine what 'it' is."
"By doing what?"
"By playing it on the speakers."
sh . "Yeab, right, I forgot about that the first time," James said
eep1shly.
th
A few minutes later, the speaker relay was connected, and
e tape rewound to its beginning, "Ready?"
"As I'll ever be."
heard : The tape was played a second time, and this is what they
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W
H.arry Truman, Doris Day, Red China, Johnnie Ray, South Pacific,
1
Te1 te.r .Winchell, Joe DiMaggio. Joe McCarthy, Richard Nixon, Studebaker,
Bo evision, North Korea, South Korea, Marilyn Monroe. Rosenburgs, HR mb, ~ugar Ray, Panmunjom, Brando, The King and I and a Catcher in the
S ye. Eisenhower, Vaccine, England's got a new queen, Marciano, Liberace,
:n~a~ana goodbye. We didn't start the fire. It was always burning, since the
hio~d s 1:>een turning. We didn't start the fire. No we didn't light it, but we
Ce to fight it. Joseph Stalin, Malenkov, Nasser and Prokofiev, Rockefeller,
ampanella, Communist Bloc. Roy Cohn, Juan Peron, Toscanini, Dacron,}

1
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© l989 Billy Joel, Storm Front
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Dien Bien Phu Falls,RockAround the Clock. Einstein,James Dean, Brooklyn's
got a winning team, Davy Crockett, Peter Pan, Elvis Presley, Disneyland.
Bardot, Budapest, Alabama, Kruschchev, Princess Grace, Peyton Place, Trouble
in the Suez. Little Rock, Pasternak, Mickey Mantle, Kerouac, Sputnik, Chou
En-Lai, Bridge on the River Kwai. Lebanon, Charles de Gaulle, California
Baseball, Starkweather, Homicide, Children of Thalidomide. Buddy Holly,
Ben Hur, Space Monkey Mafia, Hula Hoops, Castro, Edsel is a no-go. U-2,
Syngman Rhee, payola and Kennedy, Chubby Checker, Psycho, Belgians in
the Congo. We didn't start the fire. It was always burning since the world's
been turning. We didn't start the fire. Nowedidn'tlightit, but we tried to fight
it. Hemmingway, Eichmann, Stranger in a Strange Land, Dylan, Berlin, Bay
of Pigs Invasion. Lawrence of Arabia, British Beetlemania, Ole Miss John
Glenn, Liston Beats Paterson. Pope Paul, Malcom X, British Politicians Sex,
J.F.K. blown away, what else do I have to say. We didn't start the fire. It was
always burning, since the world's been turning. We didn't start the fire. No we
didn't light it, but we tried to fight it. Birth control, Ho Chi Minh, Richard
Nixon back again, Moonshot, Woodstock, Watergate, Punk Rock, Begin,
Reagan, Palestine, Terror on the airline, Ayatollah's in Iran, Russians in
Afghanistan. Wheel of Fortune, Sally Ride, Heavy Metal, Suicide, Foreign
Debts, Homeless Vets, AIDS, Crack, Bernie Goetz, Hypodermics on the shores,
China's under martial law, Rock and Roller Cola Wars, I can't take it anymore.
We didn't start the fire. It was always burning, since the world's been turning.
We didn't start the fire. No we didn't light it, but we tried to fight it.1

Needless to say, the two scientists were completely
speechless for the period of at least ten minutes as they stareo
dumbly at the machines.
"Besides the fact that we don't understand the language,"
began Biron, "I would be tempted to say that we have final proof
of another civilization."
James looked over at him, ''Yeah, I guess so. What do we
do now?"
''What do you mean? This goes all the way to the top!"
''Top?"
"James, we have fame in our hands!"
James looked over at Biron, and thought about it. Fame
was a great thing, and something one should have by oneself, "I
thought you dicfn't want any part of this?"
"Hey man, don't be like ilia t. We can share in our discovery.
I made you put it on the speaker after all, didn't I?"
1 © 1989 Billy Joel, Storm Front
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Even with constant in-fighting over who was the actual
person to receive credit, the fragment of alien culture did make it
~nto the language labs, and a research team began to decipher it.
ogress was sfow, but steady, and the words began to fall into
Pace. Meanings were an entirely different thing bowever...

f

.. .. . . .
"Mr. President?" The aide walked into the office
:rnounced, and tried to catch William Brockhurst' s eye. Failing
o so, he asked again, "Mr. President?"
w
"I heard you the first time," He turned over the paper he
wor:king with, and put it on top of another stack, "Sit down,
e with you in a moment."
U . The aide complied, and waited while the President of the
d nied States of Jerillin worked on the reports that he had on his
es · After five minutes had run by, the aide reached into his
hpocket, and pulled out a packet of cigarettes. He put one to his
s, and was about to flick the lighter.
w·th
''No smoking in here," the president looked at him briefly
1
a scowl on his face.
"Oh, sorry," the aide put them away.
"N
Half an hour later, the president looked up once more,
I'mowb, Johnson? Correct? What may I do for you? Make it brief,
a usy man."
ha
"Yes sir," he approached the desk, and opened a file he
in:,,under his arm. ''The lab boys have deciphered the record-
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"And?"
"And it seems to be a story about the end of their world."
"Please explain."
With Johnson pulled up a chair, and put the file down, "It begins
sin . a few musical notes, and we all know that music is for
ging the dead to heaven."
that ~'Y~s," the president interrupted, "But do they conform to
Principle as well?"
is a 1. "We can speculate sir, since almost everything in the song
1
st of what we think are people's names. Obviously the most
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important people are listed first. Harry Truman must be their
greatest leader, followed by Doris Day, and so forth down the
fist."
"Ok, I can see your point. Please continue." The president took a cigar out of a case on his desk, and lit it. The aide
looked over at him and lit the cigar, "Is there a problem?
Good, continue."
"Johnson cleared his throat, ''Yes, well, now comes their
message of destruction. It goes like this, 'We didn't start the fire.
It was always burning, since the world's been turning. We didn't
start the fire. No we didn't light it, but we tried to fight it.'
Obviously they lived on a flanet much like Dereth Three, which
is in reality a brown dwar star."
"Brown dwarf? I'm not familiar with that term."
"Of course. Sorry. We speculate that they are stars, or
what would be stars, but don't nave enough mass to create the
fusion and temperature needed. Mostly they would be barren
planets with very warm centers, thus making the whole planet
unlivable. However, we have theorized that it is possible for a
brown dwarf to be habitable if it was at the proper aistance frorn
a real star to receive light for photosynthesis, but not too close to
add any extra heat."
The president put out his cigar, and tilted back in his chair,
listening, and at the same time reading the translation. "I under~
stand, continue please."
''We feel that this race lived on a brown dwarf, and have,
or had, a lot of problems with volcanic activity." He pointed to
one passage, "See, they tried to fight it, that at least is clear."
''Yes. Some of these names have qualifiers attached to
them I see. Like this one: 'England's got a new queen."'
''Well, we seem to feel that he was significant enough that
when he remarried it was noteworthy news."
"Quite so. Now this Jayefkay person was blown away.
What do you make of that?"
''That one was interesting. By blown away, we took it that
he was murdered," the aide shifted in his seat.
The president looked astonished, "Murder? Well, no
wonder he's on the list. Imagine a culture that would allow
murder! Preposterous! I guess that's why it says 'what else do I
have to say.''
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"Right. Anyway, back to the volcanic problems we feel
they were suffering. The line 'I can't take it anymore' is repeated,
and would seem to tie in with the lines about the fire. Thus their
culture was probably losing its battle against the fires. Perhaps
sthon:'ething in their solar system shifted, changing the ecology of
e1r planet."
The president restacked the translations from the file
bppn:~priately marked, 'Requiem for a Populace' and put them
. ack 1~1to the file. "It was very kind of you to bring tnis to my
attention." He handed the file to Johnson. "Please inform me of
any new breakthroughs."
"Sure sir." Jonnson turned to leave.
th
'Wait a moment, you wouldn't happen to have a copy of
e recording wouldJou? I would like to hear it."
hi
Johnson tume around, and pulled a micro-recorder from
s pocket, "I thought you might like to." He pushed play.
. . . ~ tear came to William Brockhurst's eye. An entire
civilization summed up in a piece of music. It was so tragic, so
sad. He almost felt he could feel the souls of the ~eople as they
Were sung to heaven. In a choked voice he asked,' Could we play
both the original recording, and a translated one on the radio?
Get the Funeral orchestra to try and recreate it in our language."
"Right away sir."
U . "Oh, and Johnson, please send forth a request to the
nited C~mtinental Powers that I would like to declare the day
~a.t .we .first received that recording as mourning day for their
1v1hzation. We'll call it 'Heaven Day."'
''Yes, Mr. Brockhurst."
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Laura Perry

Letter to Bath, Me.
I'm wondering what you are still doing
at that animal shelter.
It's a wonder you haven't gone insane yet
with the mixed mutts barking,
the groomed sport dogs yelping and
the brown lop-eared dogs howling.
It amazes me you don't understand why
you hate your life
filled with the ti 9er cat's meows,
and the Siamese s screeching
l~ke fingernails on a blackboard.
I'm sure that hog still keeps you up late at night,
that 400 lb. drooling pig you can't get rid of,
when you don't know what it's domg.
Maybe it's eaten another small dog
and left it headless for you to find,
for you to mourn over
more than if it was a family member.
I know you still have nightmares
about its bloody snout
looking up at you
over the foot of your wedding bed.
I admire your dedicationthe way you noosed a Pit Bull
on somebody's third floor apartment
when it wouldn't let its owner
get to her baby.
I wouldn't have known what to do
as I looked at that 6 month old
screaming and rolling alone on its changing table
next to the open window with no screen.
Sometimes I think you must be a heroine
when you rescue animals at 2:00 a.m.;
34
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when you get face-to-face
with the fat red-red necks
who kick their Rotweiler for fun
or set their kittens on fire.
Most of the time I think you're a martyr
~or the way you bring your work
mto our lives and never let us rest
from the stories of the man
who had 300 dogs that ate each other
for lack of food and love.
Then there's the poetry
about the dog that was left chained
to the shelter door so tightly
that it strangled all nignt long
and died in your arms at dawn.
This is my letter to youto tell myself about the dreams
I could never tell you:
At night in my bed
against the cold cinder-block walls,
I wish I were a baby next to an open window
so you would rescue me;
I wish I were a rabid dog so you would
noose me and inject me
so that as I grew more sedated
you would hold me in your arms
to soothe my shaking and pain.
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Laura Perry

Where the Wild Things Were
There's nothing more dangerous than
what's at the bottom of Lake Sebago
where everything is murky, dank,
and the muddy bottom feels
like mold between our toes.
We know it's down there, somewhere.
The thing that's married to the Devil
lives underneath our dock in the summer
and gets the fluffy yellow ducks in the spring.
There is nothing like knowing
We must escape the poisonous water.
We're swimmmg at the speed of light
to get to air above.
At any moment that thingthe thing that makes bubbles
rise to the surface
to tempt us to stick our toes inthat thmg that Wlll reach up and
grab our ankles with scaly band-fins.
You climb up my back onto the dock
and then pull me up after.
We laugh because we're safe.
It missed us again.
I watch some bubbles rise up
from the dead ducky-down depths
and know if you had waited
a second more,
those bubbles would be yours
as you were strangled in its death hold.
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We need band-aids from the splinters
and that one nail which is sticking up.
We show momma your right knee,
my left shin, and I think I broke my arm.
Sne says the ducks come up somewhere else;
somewhere you're never looking
and too far away for me to hear.
It's okay though 'cause we're safe-until I have to get across the room
to save you when it's dark,
and the light just blew out,
and we both know there is something
under the bed that ate our socks
and one of my sneakers.
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T. Patrick Rewalt

Octobers
(after "Novembers," by Molly Peacock)
Octobers were the months that began with surprise and
exclamation.
Crunch and shuffle beneath unlaced shoes of masked children.
The leaves heap and mimic mad chameleons,
Only an impetus for family activity late Sunday afternoonBagged or oumt. One lucky leaf, a souvenir, to be pressed
Evenly between the pages of Goodnight Moon.
Remembering the pillowcases of sugared treasures and
Smell of smof<e seeping into the low grey horizon.
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T. Patrick Rewalt

the price of a dance
i don't remember laughing
as the vase broke
on your way out,
but i must have snickered
at the symbol, the irony
the loud tears.
i don't remember the price
of the dance,
or the wind after midnight,
but i must have paid for
a number of drinks, if we met
dancing.
i don't remember the tea
in particular mugs at sunrise
or the book
forgotten on the dunes.
inside it-a postcard from Tokyo
marlang page 144,
dated Novemoer 17 '85
5:40PM.
the book with your writing in the margins,
not for me,
but words of praise or argument
back at the book.
maybe it was Anna Karenina
maybe not.
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maybe i'll call you mid-life
and we'll talk
about whether or not you
asked me
to dance.
perhaps i'll just wait
for the phone
to jump
with
name,
i don t remember
forgetting
you.

xour
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T. Patrick Rewalt

you don't speak the language
how will you ask for directions
beer or cigarettes.
i want to sit in cafes and be a stranger,
that is the tongue that will speak.
a language of strangeness
of moon and boay.
i will touch the life of the matador
sweltering noon and crisp midnight.
bold echo of trumpet
peering
into alleys and over worn shingle roofs
catching the ear
of couples oreathing-in
balcony sights.
under the quiet sky ceiling i trace
the smoke of my cigarette
curl and reach up balcony rails
where a couple sways
bodies tight around each other.
the poetry of crossed leg and bare thigh
perfumes of desire, dreams of siesta.
madrid
language of the body.
beauty of eye contact
held
longer than necessary.
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Lori B. Spector

Beached Fishing Trawler
After a painting by R.E. Spector, 1989
Burnt ochre bleeds through the shell-coated lane,
curving in waves toward the mussel-blue bay,
but the undertow pulls our eyes back to shore.
Ripples of rust-green grass and shadow
encircle a fishing boat retiring
beside the drive, its mooring
unstable- it may tip,
or wedges of white and red wood
may drop to the shifting ground and rock slowly.
Its black shadow mars the surface
of the flowing lane,
points towara a deep green pine sentinel.
Limbs- strokes flowing up
and circling withinlead to the wisps of the skychoppy, with chifs of blueto the shadows o unseen trees near the boatthey lie across the way
like figures in sea-gray cloaks.
Our eyes escape to a red sign by a walltwo thick white lines of warning:
"Private Drive."
The figures wait.
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Lori B. Spector

Hillsborough Stadium, Sheffield
Saturday, April 15, 1989
A momentum of bodies compresses
against a crowd control barrier.
Each gasp a battle
of in
and out.
A section of the wall collapses
and bodies layer four deep
under the trampling.
Against stronger wire mesh,
without room to breathe,
a woman opens her mouth
to scream.
Her fingers dent her cheek,
threaten to meld
with her face like soft wax.
The wire cuts into her flesh,
sending pieces of her into pain.
There is a weddin~ band on one finger,
a diamond that glmts at the camera.
A nameless man next to her
has a ''T" imprinted in his forehead.
Afterwards- after the crushed and injured
have been carried away on advertising boardsa man sits alone
a~id warped, cut wire and broken wood,
his head in his hands,
sagging with the weight of it all.
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Lori B. Spector

Excess Baggage

Flying from Washing!on D.C.
to Boston After Thanksgiving
The press of things in my check-on bag and pocketbook
weign down the plane- a man stuffs two duffel ba s
into the overhead space. "Capacity 40 lbs. MAX.'9
I hope the pilot and his assistant aren't claustrophobic.
I saw the cockpit as I stepped onto the planethey do not have enougn room to stand up.
My father whips through The New Yorker impatiently,
laughing at cartoons my brother does not find funny.
An alarm sounds somewhere outside as we back up.
Lights flash, an attendant tells us important things
to do in an Emergency, but I am writing.
Most of the lights inside dim out. We move forward.
Blue neon lignts, confused in distance, mark the lanes.
Earlier this week, Aunt Lynn asked:
''What are you doing after graduation?"
And later told me sne wanted an autographed copy
of my first book.
''If..." I said. 'Wo Ifs."
From the runway, I can see the dome of the Capitol buildingwhite against the dark, and the dim lights of the city.
Planes rise into the air, blinking. We are waiting in line.
The engines rush into a whine that rises until I think
they wm explode- the plane is frozen in place- then slowly
momentum builds. My father looks over my shoulder.
We are right behind the emergency exits again.
My pen feels sharp against the pageWe are turning. Speeding...
Rhinestones on a black velvet dress-Washington. Patterned.
My hands are sweaty and the ink from the previous page
marks my fingers with letters.
My father is attempting to read "A Modest Proposal"
by Swift- but he wants to read something light.
If an Alien flew by at night- what strange creatures
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"v/e would
seem- Our circles, knots, and lines of light.
are flying through clouds, the light at the tip
of the shaking wingolurs. The wmg has disappeared.
ihere are no stars above or below. I feel comforted somehow.
unny I said that, now turbulence is kicking the plane.
Stars below now. They shimmer in patterns I cannot find
my~s for. My father 1s not laughing.
A flight attendant with a crew-cut walks by.
\.yhat do I want to drink? They have run out of food
¥fht before our seats. They'll be back. I'm not so hungry.
. e weight of all I have eaten over the last few days
is enough to make me ill.
The engines relax and we drift down.
We pass the halved moon and turn toward Boston.
~ow many people on this plane have packed too much?
Tl{ father reads about the weight of gas on the world .
. e premium of oil.
His stomach fooks heavy
With ~he chicken I left on my tray.
T~e air makes my scalp itch. I am heavy
Wit~ all I will take with me when I die- everything
~Will never write or say. The little I know is heavy.
,, esterday was my twenty-first birthday.
1l-iow does it feef..." my family asked. "No different," I lied.
dtim heavy with the knowledge that I am supposed to feel
ferent. My watch scraped at my dry wrist earlier
so I took it off and put it m my bag. I do not want to steer
tte car home to school. Its weight will pull it out of its lane.
e are landing.
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C. Alice Spencer

Translations
Driving down some empty roads of my mind
today,
I found a crumpled thought or two
tossed carelessly out a traveler's window.
I pulled up alongside, knelt down
and pickea them up and pressed them flat
to try to make out what was written there.
But these were old thoughts,
written in some ancient aialect
and they made little sense.
So I tucked them in my pack
between the pages of a thick book
and I'm trying to translate them
before they turn to dust.
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C. Alice Spencer

An Old Lover
I listened to you last night.
It was two a.m. and you didn't know it
but you were speaking.
You spoke of an old lover.
The beer you drank before returning home
to my aging body, dirty house,
and four children,
may have made you speak.
I only know that you called out her name,
over and over again in your sleep;
You said you loved her, needed her,
and you begged her to be your wife.
It was my name you called last night,
though I know you were not speaking to me
as I am now,
but as I once wasbefore I became your wife.
And I know too
that I may never hear those words again
and it makes me wish
that you would sleep forever.
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Becky Tredeau

Rose
dedicated to Rose Ann Tomolo 1903-1990
Her wrinkled and worn
Hands
Are strong yet wearing
Thin...
Punching at dough,
Pounding it flat,
Tossing it up in the air.
The flour
Falls
Into the pockets of her worn apron,
Makes
Her hair whiter
Than it should be.
A spot of white dust
On her nose,
A smear
On her cheek.
Her crooked lips
Sample
Sauce from the black pot
Curse
At its hotness then
Forget
What angered her in the first place.
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